SWE SONG – UKELELE VERSION
Words by Henry Gardner,
to the tune of "Swing Low Sweet Chariot", trad. arr. Katie Cole

D       G           D
SWE song sweet agile process
D       A
Scrumming for to carry me home
A       D           G       D
SWE song sweet agile process
G       A           D
Scrumming for to carry me home

D       G           D
I went to the backlog and what did I see?
D       A
Scrumming for to carry me home
D       D           G       D
A whole lot of user stories waiting there for me.
G       A           D
Scrumming for to carry me home

D       G           D
SWE song sweet agile process
D       A
Scrumming for to carry me home
A       D           G       D
SWE song sweet agile process
G       A           D
Scrumming for to carry me home

D       G           D
I went to the scrum master; what did she say?
D       A
Scrumming for to carry me home
D       D           G       D
Wait until tomorrow, and that bug will go away!
G       A           D
Scrumming for to carry me home

D       G           D
SWE song sweet agile process
D       A
Scrumming for to carry me home
A       D           G       D
SWE song sweet agile process
G       A           D
Scrumming for to carry me home
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D G D
We did regression testing; what did we find?
D A
Scrumming for to carry me home
D D G D
Continuous integration left all my code behind!
G A D
Scrumming for to carry me home

D G D
SWE song sweet agile process
D A
Scrumming for to carry me home
A D G D
SWE song sweet agile process
G A D
Scrumming for to carry me home
G A D A D
Scrumming for to carry me home